Globe-Arc Welding Helmet
A new hybrid design of flip up
welding and cutting helmet
The Globe-Arc is the latest design in flip up welding and grinding helmets.
The Globe-Arc helmet as been designed to provide the ideal protection for
all kinds of metal working. The inner lens, in combination with the outer lens,
provides full protection against IR, UV and visible light making it suitable for
welding. The inner lenses are available in a number of different shades: DIN
2, DIN 3, and DIN 5. The helmet can therefore also be used for grinding, gas
cutting, gas welding, and plasma cutting.

Features and Benefits
++The new hybrid shell follows the ESAB family design. Made from an
extremely strong Zytel material, the shell offers a full head and face
protection, while being very lightweight
++The compact design allows for welding in very tight places, while
reducing the visible light entering the back of the helmet, caused by
other welding light
++The new Flip Visor has a upper retention stop, which eliminates the
visor dropping down when welding or grinding
++The visor also has Shake Proof ¼ turn retainers, which allows for quick
removal and replacement of visors
++The Globe-Arc is suitable for all welding applications because of the
availability to choose from different visor shades.

Distributed By

Technical Specifications
Viewing Area
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6 x 6.25 in (152.4 x 158.7 mm)
15.2 oz (430.9 g)

++The helmet has a very wide field of vision both on the large main visor 		
and flip up visor - providing increased work safety
++The visor has a flat top brow for easy put downs, and prevents the visor 		
from scratching.
++The helmet is fitted with the new ESAB Comfort Headgear. Constructed
from quality nylon, with a large adjustment ratchet, and comfort sweat 		
band

Globe-Arc Helmet worksheet

Ordering Information

Product Description

Globe-Arc
The Globe-Arc is a unique design in flip-front welding and grinding helmets.
The visor provides effective protection from UV and IR radiation when the
visor is both open and closed, and is available in different shade levels.
The helmet is equipped with a strong and comfortable head gear.
Globe-Arc Shade 7.....................................................................0700 000 308
Globe-Arc Shade 10...................................................................0700 000 947
Globe-Arc Shade 11...................................................................0700 000 943

Our commitment and ability to deliver the expected service and support
starts immediately after the order is confirmed. We strive to offer our
customers an After Sales service which is second to none. A strong and
skillful service organization is prepared to offer service and maintenance,
calibration, validation, and upgrading of equipment and software.
The service organization will offer standardized solutions for the
reconditioning or modification of existing products.

Hinge Set . .............................................................................0700 000 267
Large Inner Visor Globe-Arc DIN 2.......................................0700 000 239
Large Inner Visor Globe-Arc DIN 3.......................................0700 000 240
Large Inner Visor Globe-Arc DIN 5.......................................0700 000 241
Outer Flip Visor Globe-Arc DIN 5..........................................0700 000 242
Outer Flip Visor Globe-Arc DIN 8..........................................0700 000 247
Outer Flip Visor Globe-Arc DIN 10........................................0700 000 248
Flip Up Globe-Arc Holder.......................................................0700 000 249
Headgear Globe-Arc..............................................................0700 000 243
Sweat Band............................................................................0700 000 244

Spare and wear parts are manufactured according to ESAB’s quality plan.
Exchange Printed Circuit Board (PCB), exchange modules, and
components are available for all our products in order to reduce downtime
to an absolute minimum. ESAB is continuously upgrading authorized
service partners for local service support. Customers who have their own
service and maintenance personnel will always be offered a service-training
package as part of a total ESAB offering. However, product and process
training for end-users will form an additional part of the ESAB offering.
Always ask your ESAB sales representative or distributor for a complete
ESAB solution.
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ESAB North America
P.O. Box 100545
411 South Ebenezer Rd.
Florence, SC 29501-0545
esabna.com + 1-800-ESAB-123
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Globe-Arc Shade 10
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Globe-Arc Shade 11
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Wear Parts

Unrivaled service and support

Wear Parts

Part Number

Globe-Arc

Hinge Set
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Large Inner Visor Globe-Arc DIN 2

0700 000 239

Large Inner Visor Globe-Arc DIN 3

0700 000 240

Large Inner Visor Globe-Arc DIN 5

0700 000 241

Outer Flip Visor Globe-Arc DIN 5

0700 000 242

Outer Flip Visor Globe-Arc DIN 8

0700 000 247

Outer Flip Visor Globe-Arc DIN 10

0700 000 248

Flip Up Globe-Arc Holder

0700 000 249

Headgear Globe-Arc

0700 000 243

Sweat Band

0700 000 244

Quantity
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